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Abstract— This project deals with the design, analysis and 

fabrication of a semi-automated clip insertion machine, 

which can be used for mass production, as we know that these 

small featured clips assembly are very difficult and time 

consuming. It is necessary to evaluate the new design to 

reduce production time and cost. This clip assembly is a 

complex part of an electric circuit manufactured in Nagpur 

based company. The existing use of the mallet needed to be 

replaced with an automated machine which can overcome the 

uneven forces being applied to clip holder and clip. This 

project is based on the design and analysis of a semi-

automated clip insertion machine, using CAD and FEA 

Techniques. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

General fixture design of manufacturing applications 

envelopes two main aspects: location and clamping. Between 

these two functions, the 6 (3 translation and 3 rotation) 

degrees of freedom are constrained, while effectively 

positioning and orienting the part during processing. The 

location of parts is generally achieved using the 3-2-1 

principle. This principle locates the primary plane by three 

non-collinear points, typically widely spaced; the second 

plane is located by two points and the third plane by one 

point. Cylindrical part axes are basically located using V 

blocks while concentric locators are used to locate priorly 

drilled holes. The cutting wrenches (forces) are supported by 

effectively holding the workpiece, to minimize distortion or 

deformation of the object. Chip clearance, ease of part 

loading and removal, use in multiple applications (versatility) 

is often additional considerations in designing fixtures. Jigs 

also provide tool guidance in addition to the location and 

clamping provided by fixtures. Usually sheet metal 

fabrication and assembly often requires other types of fixtures 

than machining fixtures. In any case, fixture design is most 

cost-justified for batch or mass production runs. Considering 

this, the fixture designs for single-piece parts are better 

accomplished by modular fixtures. 

The machine tool industry has undergone sufficient 

changes as the requirement of user engineering systems 

changed; first it started with the manufacture of basic general 

purpose machine tools. These machines though offered 

higher flexibility were not suitable for mass production owing 

to longer set up times and the tedious adjustments of machine 

and tools besides requiring highly skilled operators. 

  With growing need of fast production to meet the 

requirement of industry, mass production machines are 

conceived. Hydraulic, tracer control machine tool, special 

purpose automatic and semi-automatic machines were 

introduced with the advancement of technology. These 

machines were highly specialized but inflexible. The use of 

these machines was with a success for mass production and 

they have considerably reduced the production costs by way 

of reduced machining times and labor costs. Because of 

inflexibility these machine tools could not however be 

adopted by units involved in small lot and piece production.  

Because of the above, great need is felt for tools that 

could bridge the gap between highly flexible general purpose 

machine tools (which are not economical for mass 

production) and highly specialized, but inflexible mass 

production machines. Numerical control machine tools with 

proper fixture set up have to take up this role very well. And 

this has excited this research work on application of fixture.  

II. AIM AND OBJECTIVES  

 To generate the CAD model of semi-automated clip 

insertion machine using solid works. 

 To perform design and analysis of semi-automated clip 

insertion machine using FEA. 

 To provide the manufacturing drawing for the fabrication 

of machine.  

 To design a machine for increasing productivity and 

minimize process time. 

 To increase the product quality 

 To avoid the wastage of components. 

 To reduce labour cost. 

 To increase the safety of worker 

 To avoid accidents 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

V. R. Kale and Dr. S. P. Trikal [1] in this project, the task is 

to design a machine for assembly of nut and shackle on stud 

of a brake booster and set the height of shackle pin on stud as 

per the requirements for each booster. Generally two to three 

operators are required to perform this task, and take 1 to 1:30 

min. to finish the job. This employs the manpower which 

introduces manual errors in the production. Thereby, giving 

rise to unnecessary errors and reduced productivity. 

This operation can be achieved by designing and 

developing a SPM for automatic assembly of nut and shackle 

pin on a break booster. This project is sponsored by Global 

Automation, pune. This describes a special purpose machine 

is capable of assembling the nut and shackle on break booster 

automatically. It includes the design of Locator for nut and 

shackle pin, selection of pneumatic cylinders, power pack, 

PLC, HMI. By implementing the machine for described 

purpose the productivity of the process will surely increase. 

The machine is capable of performing the operations sturdily. 

A special care is taken for future development of the machine. 

The project work can be concluded with major points such as 

the rejection rates are almost eliminated. Requirement of 

operators got reduced from 3 operators to a single operator. 
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The great achievement is the drastic reduction in cycle time. 

The machine requires very less maintenance. 

Gaurav Bhusari [2] the present proposed work in 

this paper aims at developing the easy to machine fixture 

which not only enhances the production rate but also reduces 

machining time. Presently in automobile industry, the 

production line for engine assembly is done in conventional 

method, due to which production takes too much time to 

produce a product. Sometimes it doesn’t fulfill the demand 

due to lack of production technique and delays. We have 

proposed a design of a fixture bracket which will be very 

useful for production of engine in production line. With the 

help of this fixture bracket, the assembling of the engine 

block with its sub-parts will be quite easier than the 

conventional method. Also we calculate the strength 

equations and fatigue analysis on the fixture bracket for the 

safety of the operator and production system.  

With the help of this fixture bracket, we will be able 

to produce more engines on production line with its sub-parts 

assembled properly & we provide the safety for the worker 

with the analysis of strength and fatigue.  

Umesh Avadhuttol [3] The growing expectation of 

today’s customers to having manufacturers responding 

immediately to their demands for product variety and mass 

customization has made it essential for the implementation of 

modern manufacturing strategies and technology. A catalyst 

of this expectation may be the recent advances achieved in 

Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS) by major industrial 

research and development groups and academic researchers. 

While the manufacturing industry desperately needs to 

produce a variety of different products with short lead-time, 

it is still facing the importunate lack of flexibility in work 

holding/fixturing. The key enabling attributes of intelligent 

fixturing such as reconfigurability, flexibility, and 

automation are very important to educe the complete 

advantages that the modern manufacturing environment 

promises. The objective of this research was to enhance the 

mechanical adaptability of fixturing system design such that 

the key characteristics of Intelligent Fixturing System (IFS) 

can be attained. To achieve the flexibility in fixturing the 

different techniques such as the array of holes and bench vise, 

have been integrated into a unique mechanically adaptable 

design. It was demonstrated successfully presented research 

work.  

E. E. Jumbo [4] The study has considered the 

fundamental calculations in the design of revolving clamp 

assembly; which in any standard manufacturing environment 

is not only critical but dependable. This implies that the 

revolving clamp assembly is a very important work tool in 

any well-equipped workshop. The characteristics of this 

clamp compare well with the intended purpose of its design. 

Many types of clamps exist with limited scope of use and 

application; but the revolving clamp applies some flexibility 

for which a particular workpiece could be positioned and 

worked upon from different angles. The study also conducted 

a calculation of the stress capacity of the revolving clamp 

assembly, where it observed that the surface or stress area of 

a clamp device plays a crucial role its work holding 

capability. The yield stress was also determined alongside its 

bending and crushing stress. 

Andrea Mudriková and Karol Velíšek [5] Present situation in 

the industrial manufacture has brought new trends in the kind 

of flexibility and intelligence. That means new generation of 

intelligent manufacturing systems. New generation of 

clamping fixtures is represented by group of clamping 

fixtures which can be used in intelligent manufacturing 

systems. Important effect, which brings manufacturing times 

shortening, can be realized by automation process of 

manipulating and fixture operation. This effect can be also 

realized by some intelligence degree of whole clamping 

system. Using of new generation clamping fixtures can lead 

to the important manufacturing process effectiveness 

increase, as well as, quality increase. Using of sensor 

equipment on the clamping fixture will lead to the 

cooperation of the fixture with the control system of whole 

flexible assembly cell. This clamping fixture has to satisfy 

requirements such as simple design, safety, reliability, and 

wide clamping range. Very important are also requirements 

such are non-complicated maintenance and operation as well 

as long lifetime and minimal dimensions.  

Z. An, S. Huang and Y. Rong [6] an automated 

modular fixture design system has been developed in our 

previous study. Since dedicated fixtures are commonly used 

in mass production, in this research, a technique of automated 

dedicated fixture configuration design is studied with 

predefined fixture component types. The design methodology 

is divided into two stages: basic design and detail design. The 

basic design activities include 1) selection of functional 

fixture components such as locators and clamps from a 

standard fixture component database, 2) generation of 

customized supports with variable dimensions for different 

fixture design requirements, and 3) assembly of fixture 

components into a final configuration on a fixture base. In 

order to implement the fixture design procedure, models are 

developed to represent the standard fixture components and 

customized supports. The assembly relationships among 

fixture components are established based on a compatibility 

analysis. The detail design includes fixture unit combination, 

connection design, interference avoidance modification, and 

technological-rule-based modification. In this paper, the 

principles and implementation of basic design are presented, 

while the detail design will be addressed in a separate paper.  

Chetan M. Patel and Prof. K. D. Kothari [7] Fixtures 

are designed to hold, support, and locate every part to ensure 

that part is machined within the specified limits. Various 

areas related to design of fixtures are very well described by 

various renowned authors, but there is a need to apply all 

these research works into an industrial application. This 

research paper integrates all these aspects and evolutionary 

functional approach is proved from the fact that a real 

industrial component is considered for fixture designing. The 

component is MT – 500 die HT weighing is 2.865 ton, made 

of SG Iron and is main component of an injection molding 

machine. Major operations to be performed are drilling, 

boring and facing using a designed fixture. The real time 

research reflects from the fact that a single modular fixture is 

designed which can provide locating and clamping 

arrangement for machining as large as 23 components. The 

research work includes the 3D assembled & exploded view 

of fixture & fixture components using Creo Elements/Pro 5.0 
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and AutoCAD 2012 in addition to assembly & detail drawing 

of fixture. 

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

This project is limited to design a clip insertion machine and 

analysis it by using FEA. The project will involve the 

generation of CAD models of pin insertion machine, 

performing FEA analysis, modifying the design if needed. 

With this project the company will be benefited and will 

overcome from the errors they are accommodating at present; 

such as currently they are assembling clip into clip holder 

manually with the assistance of mallet. Clip holder made of 

plastic when undergoes with uneven forces applied by mallet 

causing defect in clip holder as well as in clip  .Thus by 

making semi-automated  clip insertion machine  the clip 

holder and clip  will undergo through even forces thereby 

eliminating the defects and accidents  as well as reducing 

production time and increasing productivity. 

 
Fig. 1: Clip Holder 

 
Fig. 2: Clip 

 
Fig. 3: Actual Images of Clip Holder and Clip 

V. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

To design and develop a semi-Automated clip insertion 

machine, using CAD and FEA Techniques. This machine will 

be used for mass production. The project involves the detailed 

study and getting the information from the sources available 

about semi-automatic assembly machine. On the basis of data 

accumulated CAD model   and Finite Element Analyses will 

be performed. According to the data accumulated design 

calculations will be done .After that results will be discussed 

and design will be finalized. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Our project involves the design and development of assembly 

machine. As an autonomic and convenient device, 

automation attracted great attention by using the developed 

semi-automated clip insertion machine for mass production 

can significantly reduce the errors, which are beneficial to 

Production Company. So this work will be a complete 

advantage to the complex assembly mass production. 
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